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Mark Dawson’s Group Fifteen Files. Quick, lightning-paced, action from the first page to the last.Mark Dawson’s Group Fifteen Files. Quick, lightning-paced, action from the first page to the last.

Bjorn Thorsson joined the Special Air Service to forget the horrors of his childhood. He killed for Queen and

country, and he was good at it.

He quits the army and settles down, looking for a quieter life. When his beautiful sister Gudrun finds herself in

trouble with the owner of a hedge fund, Bjorn promises to get her out of danger. But there’s another factor in play.

Group 15, a clandestine government agency, has plans for the financier, and Bjorn is in their way. 

Bjorn must outwit the Group in the streets of London and in the Highlands of Scotland if he is to protect his sister

and survive.

Praise for Mark Dawson:Praise for Mark Dawson:

"It’s impossible not to think of Lee Child’s super-selling Jack Reacher. " - The Times

"A literary sensation." - The Daily Telegraph 

"Dawson writes the kind of thrillers I love. Non-stop, grab-you-by-the-throat tales of doing the right thing no matter
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the odds. Simply excellent." - USA Today bestselling author Brett Battles

Praise for Michael Ridpath:Praise for Michael Ridpath:

“Michael Ridpath is on the war path, trouncing the Scandinavians on their home turf. This is international thriller

writing at its best, fine characters, page turning suspense and a great, fresh location.” — Peter James

“One of our finest thriller writers.” — The Daily Mail

“Ridpath has the read-on factor that sets bestsellers apart.” — The Guardian

More than 1m copies sold in the John Milton and Beatrix Rose series and 1000s of five star reviews.More than 1m copies sold in the John Milton and Beatrix Rose series and 1000s of five star reviews.
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